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Reading

In Reading this term we will be reading, analysing and discussing
Indigenous perspectives in texts. We will be studying various texts that
offer insights into a variety of Indigenous people, practices and places.
We will be analysing and discussing themes, illustrations and messages.
Students will analyse a variety of books to build literal and inferred
meanings. Students will continue to develop their understanding of how
to read and spell long vowels.

Writing

In Writing this term we will be exploring the structure and language
features of persuasive texts. By analysing a variety of mentor texts,
students will be exposed to different ways of developing ideas and
arguments, to convey their point of view. We will also continue to sharpen
our skills in narrative writing to produce engaging and imaginative
stories, using the 6+1 Writing Traits as a guide. Students will continue to
explore descriptive language and experiment with different characters,
settings and plots.

Mathematics
In Mathematics this term we will be focusing on using informal units of
measurement in order to compare and order objects based on mass and
capacity. Students will describe and draw two-dimensional shapes and
three-dimensional objects and we will be learning to use the language of
distance and direction to move from place to place. We will then turn our
attention towards understanding fractions as parts of a whole and then
revisit efficient strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Investigations

In Investigations this term we will be developing our knowledge
and understanding of how the past is different from the present
(with a particular focus on schools, communication, transportation
and toys).
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Performing Arts

The year 1s and 2s will be super excited to resettle into the music and
performing arts classroom this term. As a result, we will have access to
our ukuleles, keyboards and percussion instruments! We will jump right
back into our class bands. The kids will finally be able to develop
collaborative skills, further deepen their capacity to hold pitch accurately
and learn how to rock out on some musical instruments. The grade 1 and
2 cohort will all be working towards creating a music video where they
can showcase their musical talent and develop their comfortability in
front of a stage or camera.

Visual Arts

The year 1s and 2s will be assisting to design an exciting new play space
for GVPS. They will be completing a crazy hair art activity using famous
lines. Students will complete a variety of exciting Christmas craft activities
to complete the term, including making some decorations for local
shopping centres.

Italian

The year 1s and 2s will be learning about ‘I Gioccatoli’ (Toys). They will
consolidate their knowledge of different sports and how to say which
sports they like and dislike in Italian. The Term will conclude with Natale
(Christmas) celebrations, where students will learn the story, L’Albero di
Natale (The Christmas Tree) and complete activities related to the story.
Fantastico!

Physical Education

The year 1s and 2s will start off the term with a focus on body
movement. They will explore various fitness activities including
yoga, dance and mini workouts. The students will continue to
develop their fundamental motor skills through various sports and
activities such as bouncing, kicking, throwing and catching.

